Abstract-This paper compares the performance of topographic analysis and binary analysis for recognition of digits in hydrographic maps. Each of the methods processed the input image by extracting binary print components, recognizing long lines, splitting touching digits, and, finally, recognizing individual symbol candidates. The topographic analysis extracted the information by computing topographic labels for each pixel, while the binary analysis was based on a locally adaptive thresholding of the gray scale image. The performance of each method was measured by the correct classification rate of the final symbol recognition step when processing a complete hydrographic map of size 0.45 × 0.6m 2 with about 35,000 digits. The experimental results indicated that binary analysis had a better performance than topographic analysis. Overall, the performance of the binary analysis was acceptable. Deconvolution of the gray scale hydrographic image did not improve the performance of any of the two methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Systems for automatic interpretation of maps start the processing by scanning the map at a resolution of 300-1000 dots per inch to give a gray scale raster image. The standard methodology is to binarize the gray scale image before any further processing [1] . Many systems even use binary scanning. Symbol recognition and the extraction of lines are done either in the binary raster image representation [2] or in the vector image representation of the map [3] . However, both the conversion of the gray scale image to a binary image and the conversion of the binary image to a vector image result in an irreversible loss of information. This information loss may complicate the subsequent recognition steps. It is, therefore, important to identify how gray level processing can be used to improve the system performance.
Topographic analysis of gray scale images was originally proposed by Haralick et al. [4] . Topographic analysis has been shown to be better than binary analysis for symbol recognition in an automatic mail sorting application [5] , [6] . Topographic analysis extracts the information in the gray scale image by computing topographic labels for each pixel, and uses this to segment touching symbols or merge fragmented symbols. Binary analysis is based on a locally adaptive thresholding of the gray scale image.
In [5] , [6] a fairly simple locally adaptive binarization method [7] was used. Recent evaluation studies [8] , [9] suggested that Niblack's method [10] augmented with the postprocessing step of Yanowitz and Bruckstein [11] is a very good locally adaptive binarization method for hydrographic maps. It is even possible that almost all the essential information in the map image is preserved with this method. This study, therefore, compares the performance of gray scale topographic analysis and binary analysis when applied to hydrographic maps, using the improved Niblack's method in the locally adaptive binarization of the map.
Narrow gaps in the paper or film document are blurred in the scanning by the point spread function of the scanner. The point spread function acts as a convolution operator, replacing narrow white gaps between black strokes with merely shallow dips in gray level intensity. Such dips may be taken as parts of print objects by any gray scale processing method. To remove this smoothing the hydrographic map image was deconvolved in an optional step before the topographic analysis and binary analysis methods.
Symbol recognition is an integral part of any map data capture system, and the digits in the hydrographic maps convey the key information contained in these maps. The performance of each method was, therefore, measured by the correct classification rate of the final digit recognition step when processing a complete hydrographic map. The particular 0.45 × 0.6m
2 Norwegian hydrographic map used in the comparison showed depth values, some other symbols, contours of constant depth and grid lines. All together, the map contained about 35,000 digits. The experimental results indicated that binary analysis had a better performance than topographic analysis.
Overall, the performance of the binary analysis was acceptable. A 0.75% error rate was obtained at a 20% reject rate. The Norwegian Mapping Authority has stated that such performance is useful since manual correction of the misclassified and rejected digits will be less time-consuming and error-prone than entering all data manually. Deconvolution of the gray scale hydrographic image did not improve the performance of any of the two methods.
In the remaining part of the paper, the binary analysis method and the topographic analysis method are described in section II. The deconvolution technique is explained in section II-D. In section III the performance evaluation procedure is presented first, followed by a description of the experimental hydrographic map. The experimental results are given in section IV, and section V concludes the paper with a discussion of the results and a perspective on possible future improvements.
II. MAP DATA AND PROCESSING METHODS

A. The Hydrographic Map.
All the analog hydrographic maps of the Norwegian coast need to be converted to digital form for use in a large hydrographic information system. The particular 0.45×0.6m
2 hydrographic map used in this study is from the Norwegian Mapping Authority, showing depth values, some other symbols, contours of constant depth, and grid lines (Fig. 1) . The map was scanned at 1,000 dots per inch with 256 gray scales with a SysScan Flatbed scanner. The map images contained pairs of touching digits, contour lines touching digits, and grid lines crossing both digits and contour lines. There was no substantial noise degrading the overall print quality.
All together, the map contained 35,256 digits. A training set image (6, 132 × 5, 170 pixels) containing 2,838 digits was arbitrarily selected from a part of the map with high information density. The remaining part, containing 32,418 digits was used as a test set in the main experiment, and a portion of the map (6, 144 × 5, 248 pixels) containing 3,561 digits was used in the additional experiments. Fig. 2(a) gives the main processing steps in this method. The scanned gray level image is first binarized with a locally adaptive method. Then, a sequence of segmentation steps extracts long lines, symbol candidates, and split connected symbol candidate pairs. Finally, the individual symbol candidates are classified using the binary raster representation.
B. Binary Analysis
B.1 Locally Adaptive Binarization
Trier and Jain [9] found Niblack's locally adaptive method [10] augmented with the postprocessing step of Yanowitz and Bruckstein [11] to be the best binarization method for the class of hydrographic maps used here. Niblack's method is based on the idea that the mean gray level in a local window about the pixel of interest is a reasonable guess of the threshold.
Empirically, one can do better by reducing the threshold slightly. Then the print objects will appear slightly thinner, but more importantly, fewer print objects will be incorrectly connected in the binary image. Specifically, the threshold at pixel (x, y) is computed as
where m(x, y) and s(x, y) are the sample mean and standard deviation of gray level values, respectively, in a local neighborhood of (x, y). The neighborhood used is 15 × 15 pixels and k = −0.2. Previous experiments have been used to establish the choices of parameter values [8] , [9] . As explained in [9] , the postprocessing step of Yanowitz and Bruckstein [11] is used to improve the binary image by removing false detections of print objects in low contrast regions of the input image. The average gradient value at the edge of each printed object is computed. Objects having an average gradient below a threshold T P are labeled as incorrectly segmented, and are removed. Here, T P = 100.
B.2 Segmentation of Connected Symbol Candidates
Touching or overlapping symbol candidates in the binary image must be split into individual symbol candidates in order to be classified correctly. An approach taken by several authors is to locate candidate split lines in the connected symbol candidates. For each split line, the two halves are then classified using a statistical classifier [12] , [13] , [14] , which in our case is Bayesian with equal prior probabilities for all classes [15] . To obtain the class label c ′ for a feature vector v, one selects the class c = c ′ maximizing the posterior probability P (c|v).
Here, p(v|c) are the class-conditional probability densities for all classes c, estimated from the training set, P (c) are the prior probabilities for each class, and p(v) = c p(v|c)P (c). For a given observed pattern or feature vector v, p(v) is constant. Further, we assume equal prior probabilities. Maximizing P (c|v) therefore corresponds to maximizing p(v|c). Assume that for split number i, the two symbol candidates result in feature vectors v i1 and v i2 , which are classified as classes c i1 and c i2 , respectively. Then, the geometric mean of the classconditional probabilities,
is maximized over all candidate split lines i to find the most probable split. If, in addition, the size of the connected component before splitting is small enough to be a large single symbol candidate, then it is split only if
where v 0 is the feature vector and c 0 is the assigned class for the unsplit symbol. The method of Fujisawa et al. is used to find candidate split lines in three stages [14] . An outlier criterion, p j = max i p i < T O , is used to decide whether one stage had produced an acceptable splitting, or if the next stage is to be invoked. Here, j is the best split line found so far and T O = 10 −20 for 16-dimensional feature vectors. Note that T O = 10 −20 is not a very small value for 16 dimensional feature vectors. The first stage is always selected when T O = 0.
Splitting of more than two symbols was not implemented.
B.3 Segmentation of Long Lines
Many contour lines or grid lines in the binary image are either touching or overlapping symbols. These lines must be removed to allow a correct classification of the corresponding symbols subsequently. Since short line segments may be parts of symbols, only long line segments are removed.
To remove long lines, the binary image is thinned using Lee and Chen's method [16] giving one-pixel wide skeletons. The thinned image is traversed to identify intersection-free line segments that are longer than a specified upper bound for the size of two connected symbol candidates. These long lines are removed from the thinned image and the binary image. In the latter image, the algorithm tries to cut connected components so that no parts of the symbols which touch or cross long lines are removed. See [17] for the details.
B.4 Symbol Recognition
The map symbols to be recognized are the ten digits 0, 1, 2, . . ., 9 and the special symbol '+', denoting underwater rocks. Only isolated connected components of the binary image with width and height within specified limits are used as single symbol candidates to exclude large commas (,) and other non-digit print components to be classified as digits. Sixteen size-and orientation independent elliptic Fourier descriptors of the outer symbol contour [18] are used as features in the statistical quadratic classifier, assuming multivariate Gaussian distributions for each of the eleven classes (see [9] for details). The Fourier descriptors we use [18] compared favorably to a number of other feature extraction methods [19] , [20] , and they can be computed fast.
The same symbol recognition algorithm is used for binary analysis and topographic analysis.
C. Topographic Analysis
The proposed topographic analysis method for maps ( Fig. 2(b) ) is an extension of Wang and Pavlidis' method. It is designed to solve the specific recognition problems encountered when trying to extract map information automatically. Since the symbol recognition step extracts features from the contour of binary connected components, a binary image is derived from the topographic features. This binary image is used in combination with topographic labels, the thinned image, and directional (a) (b) Fig. 3 . A topographic terrain: (a) A small part (128 × 128) of the gray scale hydrographic map; (b) 3D plot of an inverted version of (a) information to segment symbols in the input gray scale image. See [17] for a pseudo-code of the first part of this topographic analysis.
C.1 Topographic Labels
In topographic analysis a gray scale image in the (x-y) plane is treated as a topographic terrain surface, with gray level intensity along the z axis (Fig. 3) . In the particular case of hydrographic maps, the gray scale image is inverted to let the black print color correspond to high z values. Each pixel is assigned one of the topographic labels peak, ridge, saddle, hillside, flat, ravine, or pit (Fig. 4) . Hillside-labeled pixels can be further specified as one of the labels convex hill, concave hill, saddle hill, or slope hill. The labeling is used to segment the image or classify image objects.
In hydrographic maps pixels corresponding to print objects have a negative dominant curvature, that is, the peak, ridge, and convex hill labels indicate print pixels, and pit, ravine, and concave hill labels indicate background pixels. Saddle and saddle hill labeled pixels occur inside both print objects and background. To also use these two labels to segment the image into print and background, they are split into new subclasses based on the sign of the dominant curvature.
The saddle label is refined to be a ridge saddle label if the dominant curvature is negative, else it is redefined to be a ravine saddle label. Likewise, a saddle hill label is redefined to be a convex saddle hill label if the dominant curvature is negative, else it is redefined to be a concave saddle hill label.
Background labels (in (b) and (e)): = peak; = ridge; = ridge saddle; = pit; = ravine; = ravine saddle; = convex hill; = convex saddle hill; = concave hill; = concave saddle hill; = flat, or removed object. 
C.2 Obtaining a Binary Image from Topographic Labels
The skeletons resulting from topographic analysis have similar artifacts to those obtained by the medial axis transforms (or distance transforms). Such artifacts include spurious branches, displaced junctions, and bending of straight lines near junctions [21] . The effects may vary with rotation of the input image [22] , but they all degrade the performance of recognition algorithms. To avoid these artifacts, an unthinned binary image is derived from the gray scale image using topographic labels. The objects in this binary image are used directly in the subsequent segmentation and classification algorithms.
The binary image is derived by splitting the set of topographic labeled pixels into print pixels and background pixels. Pixels labeled peak, ridge, ridge saddle, convex hill, and convex saddle hill in the topographic label image are assigned the class print in the binary image, and pixels labeled pit, ravine, ravine hill, concave hill, concave saddle hill, slope hill, and flat are assigned the class background.
Pixels labeled slope hill and flat may actually be either inside print objects or in the background. However, as the hydrographic maps consist of lines and no filled areas, these pixels are regarded as belonging to the background. In the map images, the slope hill label almost never occurs.
In the binary image, many false detections of print objects occur ( Fig. 5(c) ), as discussed in Sec. II-B.1. Again, these are removed ( Fig. 5(d) ) by using the postprocessing step of Yanowitz and Bruckstein's binarization method [11] , [8] . To preserve consistency, these objects are also removed from the topographically labeled image( Fig. 5(e) ).
Connected objects in the binary image complicate the subsequent recognition steps. In a preliminary experiment, too few digits could be correctly segmented to make topographic analysis a useful alternative. This problem can be reduced, however, by moving the foreground-background dividing lines in the three-dimensional terrain surface somewhat uphill. This is equivalent to the k · s(x, y) adjustment of Niblack's local threshold (Eq. (1)). In the present algorithm, it is simply approximated by removing the foreground pixels that are background pixels in the binary image derived using Niblack's method. This ad-hoc solution must be replaced by a well-founded one in the future.
Finally, small spurious background pixel areas inside print objects are removed with a simple, binary filtering.
C.3 Ridge-Directed Thinning of the Binary Image
A thinned raster image is ideal for line extraction since intersection, midline, and endpoint pixels can be identified by counting the number of 8-connected neighbors. It is also used in segmentation of connected symbols (Sec. II-C.4).
Let us define ridge line pixels as pixels from the set (ridge, peak, ridge saddle). We have observed that some map print objects may have parts lacking a ridge line. In this situation, thinning the ridge line pixels as done by Wang and Pavlidis will not preserve the topology of the binary image, that is, the thinned image may be disconnected at some locations where the binary print objects are connected. Therefore, the image is thinned in three passes, using Lee and Chen's thinning algorithm [16] in steps 1 and 3:
1. The ridge lines (i.e., pixels labeled peak, ridge, and ridge saddle) are extracted from the topographic label image and thinned in the binary image. Thus, the final thinned image contains the peaks and ridge saddles present in the ridge lines, and later segmentation steps are ensured to find all peaks and ridge saddles in the thinned image. 2. Haralick et al. [4] observe that neighboring ridges may occur on cone-like surfaces (Fig. 6) , which in the map images will be found at stroke-and line ends. When thinned, such neighboring ridges give spurious branches which will be approximately perpendicular to the gradient. Since regular ridge lines are approximately parallel to the gradient, such spurious branches can be identified and removed from the thinned ridge line image. 3. The binary image is thinned with the additional constraint that no pixels in the thinned ridge line image, obtained in step 1, shall be removed.
C.4 Segmentation of Connected Symbol Candidates
The same principle for segmenting connected symbol candidates as described for binary analysis (Sec. II-B.2) was used, except that a new method for locating candidate split lines was developed. The new method uses the topographic labels, the gradient direction ∇Z, the maximum curvature direction e 1 , and the thinned connected symbol candidates. Unlike many other segmentation methods [12] , [13] , [14] , this method is independent of rotation of the symbol candidates, and is also able to segment touching symbols that appear in neighboring text lines.
A ridge saddle label in the topographic label image may indicate a location where two symbols touch [5] (Fig. 5(e) ), while a peak may indicate that two symbols overlap. Ridge saddles may also indicate that a symbol is about to be fragmented, while a peak may also indicate stroke intersections within a symbol. To generate candidate split lines, the thinned image is inspected and ridge saddles ( Fig. 7(a) ) and peaks are located. From a ridge saddle, a descent is made on either side, starting in the directions of maximum curvature, e 1 and −e 1 (Fig. 7(b) ). Each descent then follows the negative gradient direction, −∇Z, until a background pixel is reached (Fig. 7(c) ). For a peak, the midline vectors between the lines meeting at the peak in the thinned are used as starting directions.
To eliminate spurious saddles and peaks along a ridge line, the topographic labels along the descents are inspected. The descents are required to be within convex saddle hill and convex hill pixels when descending from a peak, and convex saddle hill pixels only when descending from a ridge saddle. The descent stops at the first background pixels on each side, and the closest contour pixels are used as the endpoints for the straight candidate split lines (Fig. 7(d)) .
A peak can give rise to one, three, or six candidate split lines, respectively, depending on whether two, three, or four lines in the thinned image meet at the peak. Split lines which do not end in the background labels ravine, ravine saddle, or pit at either end are discarded. These rules ensure that the detected candidate split lines have support in the topographic labels along the descents. For simplicity, the gradient direction is taken from the closest pixel. More complicated schemes are possible, e.g., bilinear interpolation between four pixels. The split lines are grouped into two stages. First, split lines coming from ridge saddles are investigated. Next, split lines coming from peaks where at least three lines meet are tested. The outlier criterion of Sec. II-B.2 is used to decide whether one stage produces an acceptable splitting, or if the next stage must be invoked.
Some digits may be touching each other at two separate locations, resulting in an interior background area or hole. For split lines having one end at an interior hole, two split lines ending in the same hole have to be used to split the connected symbol candidates. So, for each hole, all combinations of pairs of split lines are tested, and each such combination is regarded as a candidate split line.
Topographic analysis is not used to merge fragmented symbols, as such symbols are rare in the hydrographic map.
C.5 Segmentation of Long Lines
Long lines in the binary image are identified with the same method as described for binary processing in Sec. II-B.3, except that a thinned image derived from the ridge directed thinning stage already exists.
D. Deconvolution
D.1 Estimation of Point Spread Function.
Following Glasbey et al. [23] the point spread function of the scanner in this study is approximated by a Cauchy distribution with a single parameter. First, parts of the gray scale hydrographic map image with high contrast and no gray shades are located and binarized. These binarized parts are taken as an approximation of the underlying, unblurred binary image.
Second, the Fourier transforms of the blurred gray scale part image G = F(g) and the ideal, unblurred image B = F(b) are computed, both of size N × N . Then, for each pixel (u, v) the integer radius, r, the log ratio of Fourier amplitudes, l, and the frequency ω are found:
where ⌊x⌋ is the largest integer ≤ x. Finally, the median value of all log Fourier amplitude ratios l with the same integer radius r is plotted against the corresponding frequency ω. Provided this plot is close to being linear, the point spread function h can be approximated by an integrated form of the bivariate Cauchy distribution:
where
and −c is the slope of the fitted regression line in the log Fourier amplitude ratio plot.
D.2 Deconvolution Using Wiener Filtering.
Having estimated the point spread function h, the scanned image g is deconvolved by Wiener filtering in the Fourier domain [24] :
whereF and H are the Fourier transforms of the deconvolved image and the estimated point spread function, respectively, H * is the complex conjugate of H, and q is a user specified constant.
To remove high frequency noise, the deconvolved image is low pass filtered using a Butterworth filter [24] with order n B = 4 and cutoff frequency ω B = 0.4π.
III. EVALUATION PROCEDURE
Five processing alternatives are studied. The complete binary analysis consists of a locally adaptive binarization followed by all the subsequent processing steps. Similarly, complete topographic analysis consists of topographic analysis followed by all subsequent processing steps.
Incomplete binary analysis is the same as locally adaptive binarization only, while binary analysis with intermediate steps consists of locally adaptive binarization followed by Fujisawa et al.'s method [14] for segmentation of connected digits. Incomplete topographic analysis is when no further processing is done after a binary image has been derived from the topographic labels.
The performance of each processing alternative is evaluated using the goal-directed method proposed by Trier and Jain [9] . Since recognizing the depth numbers in the hydrographic map is the most important goal of interpreting these maps, the recognition performance for digits can be used to measure the performance of the processing alternatives. For each processing alternative, a training set image and a test set image are processed to obtain binary images as the final output. Following digit classification, error and reject rates are computed. For each classification result on the test set image, all digits were manually marked as correct, error, or reject, using an interactive co mputer program. The manual marking was always double-checked.
Error versus reject rate curves are obtained by varying an ou tlier criterion which indirectly controls the number of rejected digits. If two curves for different processing alternatives do not cross each other, the one closest to the origin represents the best alternative.
The main goal of the evaluation is to compare complete binary analysis and topographic analysis. Consequently, these alternatives are investigated using the whole map as test set. To evaluate the utility of the remaining three processing alternatives these alternatives are tested on a smaller portion of the map.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Complete Analyses.
Based on the error-reject plots for the whole hydrographic map image, the complete binary analysis was clearly better than complete topographic analysis (Fig. 8) . However, the difference between the two processing alternatives varied over the map. For most portions binary analysis was better than topographic analysis for all reject values (Fig. 9) . However, for some portions topographic analysis was better for all reject rates or topographic analysis was better for a limited range of reject rates (Fig. 10) .
We investigated if there was a correlation between information density in the map and which of the two methods performed better, but there was no clear trend. Instead, we suspect that some digits are connected in a way so that one method is able to split them correctly but not the other, and the other way around for some other connected pairs of digits. The random distribution of such connected pairs explains the observed variation of relative performance.
The error and reject rates of Fig. 8 do not really reflect the classifier performance for digits. Non-digits classified as digits contributed to the error rate, and segmentation errors, e.g., merged digits that were not split, contributed to the reject rate. Leaving these contributions out, a 0.7% error rate at a 7.3% 
Fig. 9. Error versus reject rate (in %)
. Plots for the digit recognition module for a 6,144×5,248 test image which contained 3,562 digits. In the plot, each curve corresponds to one of the binary images to be evaluated.
reject rate was obtained with complete binary analysis of the whole hydrographic map.
B. Incomplete Analyses.
As expected, the incomplete binary analysis had the highest error rates of the three binary analysis alternatives (Fig. 9) . The curve for the binary analysis with intermediate steps(not shown in Fig. 9 ) indicated that more than half of the reduction in the reject rate was due to the splitting of merged digits. However, this step also resulted in some new errors, since some of the previously merged digits were misclassified. In addition, a few large special symbols and medium length lines were split and subsequently either rejected or mistaken as digits.
Comparing the error-reject curves for complete binary analysis and binary analysis with intermediate steps showed that removal of special symbols and removal of long lines both reduced the error rate for a given reject rate.
Incomplete binary analysis and incomplete topographic analysis had the same performance (Fig. 9) the result of locally adaptive binarization was used to make the binary image derived from the topographic labels slightly thinner, so these two binary images were almost similar. Combined with the curves for complete analyses, this observation indicated that the segmentation steps used in the complete binary analysis gave slightly better results than the segmentation steps used in complete topographic analysis for this part of the map. The difference can be attributed to the strategies for finding candidate split lines for merged characters, since the algorithms for removing long lines were almost identical.
C. Deconvolution Results.
The single parameter of the point spread function was estimated from the frequency plot of four separate, small map areas. A heavy tail was present in the high frequency part of the plots (Fig. 11(a) ). Since the convolution of a point spread function is a low frequency phenomenon, regression lines were fitted to the low frequency parts only (Fig. 11(b) ). From these part of the plots, the mean value of c was estimated to 1.73 ± 0.08.
The Wiener filter parameter q could be varied within the range [10 −20 , 10 −10 ] with no notable differences in the resulting binary image. The value q = 10 −15 was used in the evaluation experiments.
Using the deconvolved image, the topographic analysis did not work well. The image contained small dips in gray level inside the print objects, and these were labeled with background labels (pit, ravine, concave hill, etc.) in the topographic analysis. For many digits, these interior holes were connected with the outside background in an unsystematic way. These degraded digits could not to be recognized correctly using feature extraction of the outer symbol contour. Hence, it was of no real value to evaluate symbol recognition in this case.
The binary image derived from locally adaptive thresholding of the deconvolved gray scale image differed from the ordinary binary image. The print objects were thinner, and some connected digits were separated. Other digits were fragmented or had a broken loop.
Deconvolution reduced the correct classification rate of the complete binary analysis. To explain this observation, digits in the binary raster representation with and without a previous deconvolution of the original gray scale image were compared and correlated to the classification results ( Fig. 12(b-c) ). Deconvolution fragmented a few digits, like the '4' near the bottom right of Fig. 12(a) , and one or both fragments were often incorrectly classified as some digit. In other places a correct split following the deconvolution resulted in a misclassification anyway, like the splitting of the '9' and a short line near the top center of Fig. 12(a) . Also, a few long lines were not removed when deconvolution was used, since in this case some spurious white spots occurred inside the lines. The thinned image of these lines had many intersections, so they were not recognized as long lines. Deconvolution also resulted in some improvements, e.g. the correct splitting of the merged '3' and '7' in the lower left part of Fig. 12(a) .
D. Execution Times.
To evaluate the usefulness of the processing alternatives in a real system, execution times were measured for one part of the map image (Table I) . Complete topographic analysis was about four times slower than complete binary analysis. Deconvolution as preprocessing more than doubled the processing time when used with complete binary analysis. In this study, the error versus reject rates for symbol recognition using binary analysis and topographic analysis were compared. Binary analysis gave better overall recognition results than topographic analysis.
The present results on the relative performance of binary analysis and topographic analysis are not consistent with the results obtained using these processing techniques to recognize vectorized symbol candidates in a postal application [5] . There are many differences in the processing details of these two studies. Most importantly, the two locally adaptive binarization methods differ radically. Hence, to settle the apparent conflict in the conclusions of the two studies, a future study should compare the performance of topographical analysis and binary analysis using both the locally adaptive binarization method of Pavlidis and Wolberg [7] and the modified Niblack's method used here.
Further, the feature extraction and digit recognition steps differ. By using other features and another classifier, it could happen that topographic analysis would give better recognition results than binary analysis. However, binary analysis might still be a better alternative since it is considerably faster. Disregarding noise, more of the information about print objects in the gray scale image should be preserved by topographic analysis than by binary analysis with ideal scanning conditions. However, in any real application the stochastic noise and the point spread function of the sensor allow only a blurred and noisy image to be observed. Because of the noise a fairly large window size had to be used in the present application to compute the derivative functions of the topographic analysis. The smoothing effect of the large window did certainly reduce the spatial resolution of the topographic analysis. Thus, enhancement methods for gray scale images such as anisotropic diffusion [25] , which both enhance edges and reduce noise, may improve the performance of topographic analysis substantially. For binary analysis, the same degree of improvement is not expected because the best locally adaptive binarization method is not so sensitive to the size of the window functions [9] .
A proper deconvolution of the gray scale image removes the blurring effect of the scanner point spread function at least partially. Thus, this preprocessing step was expected to improve the performance of both topographic analysis and binary analysis since a distinct blurring effect of the scanner was observed visually. Surprisingly, deconvolution did not improve the performance of any of these two gray scale processing methods. The most likely explanation for these results is that the estimate of the point spread function was too inaccurate, leading to noise amplification and object artifacts in the deconvolved image. Better alternatives than the present restrictive parametric Cauchy model for the point spread function have recently been published. One promising alternative is a blind deconvolution scheme using causal or semicausal autoregressive parameters [26] .
The execution time for a given map was, as expected, much less for binary analysis than for topographic analysis. However, even the execution time for binary analysis for a 6144×5248 image was substantial (≈ 70 minutes). Since hydrographic maps are large and must be scanned at a high resolution to capture all relevant information, this difference is critical in a real application. Further speed improvement of binary processing steps might be achieved by using algorithms which work directly on compressed binary images, for example, run length coded binary images.
The practical implication is that binary analysis should be the preferred processing alternative for hydrographic maps as long as topographic analysis does not provide a major improvement.
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APPENDIX I. TOPOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS ALGORITHM
Wang and Pavlidis' gray scale topographic analysis method is given with our changes inserted, typeset in italics.
The gray scale image is viewed as a terrain surface in a 3D space (Fig. 3(b) ) of the form z = Z(x, y), where Z is the gray value at pixel (x, y). To represent high z-values at print object pixels, and low z-values at background pixels, the image has been inverted.
The inverted image Z(x, y) is used to derive the following quantities:
1. The first-order derivatives ∂Z/∂x and ∂Z/∂y, and the second-order derivatives ∂ 2 Z/∂x 2 , ∂ 2 Z/∂x∂y, and ∂ 2 Z/∂y 2 are estimated using the Gaussian weighted Krawtchouk polynomial method of Meer and Weiss [27] . In this method, each derivative is obtained by convolving the image with an s × s matrix; smoothing and differentiation are performed simultaneously. We used s = 19. 2. The 2 × 2 Hessian matrix H is given by
Let λ 1 be the largest eigenvalue of H, i.e., |λ 1 | > |λ 2 |, and let e i be the unit length eigenvector corresponding to λ i . Since H is real and symmetric, e 1 and e 2 are orthogonal to each other. 3. The gradient magnitude ||∇Z|| is given by
4. The thresholds T G and T λ are used to test if the gradient and the eigenvalues, respectively, are significantly different from zero. We use the mixed error criteria of Watson et al. [28] :
where ǫ is a user-specified parameter and ||H|| ∞ is the maximal norm of the Hessian matrix, given by
Watson et al. used ǫ = 10 −4 . Roughly speaking, for each pixel (x, y), if the gradient is zero, or there is a zero crossing of the gradient in the direction of maximum curvature, then the rules in Table I are used to assign a topographic label to the pixel, else the rules in Table II are used. More formally, the procedure for assigning a topographic label L(x, y) to each pixel (x, y) is as follows:
1. If ||∇Z|| ≤ T G (i.e., the gradient is close to zero), then the topographic label L(x, y) is assigned using 
If g • If the number of zero-crossings is zero, the pixel is on a hillside, and it is labeled using Table II. • If one zero-crossing is encountered, and it is in the direction d 1 , then the pixel is labeled either ridge or ravine. If λ 1 < −T λ , then the pixel label L(x, y) is ridge, else if λ 1 > T λ , then the pixel label L(x, y) is ravine. Else, the gray scale of the pixel (x, y) is compared to the mean gray scale of the two neighbors (x 1 , y 1 ) and (x 2 , y 2 ). If Z(x, y) > [Z(x 1 , y 1 ) + Z(x 2 , y 2 )]/2, then the pixel label L(x, y) is ridge, else it is ravine.
• If one zero-crossing is encountered, and it is in the d 2 direction, then we assume that the pixel is on a hillside, and is labeled using Table II. • If two zero-crossings occur, then the pixel is classified according to Table I . Note that the label flat is not applicable in this case. In the original algorithm [5] , after all the pixels have been labeled, the ridge line labeled pixels (that is pixels with labels from the set {peak, ridge, and saddle}) are extracted and thinned. Fragmented or merged characters can be processed by investigating saddle pixels, as these are the candidate locations for gaps in a character or locations where two characters are touching.
A. Computation of Derivatives
Note that the choice of method for computing the derivatives in topographic analysis is important. Wang and Pavlidis used Chebychew polynomials, which are optimal in a least squares TABLE I  TABLE II  TOPOGRAPHIC LABELS FOR NON-HILLSIDE PIXELS. TOPOGRAPHIC LABELS FOR HILLSIDE PIXELS.
sense. However, it is essential to use a weighted least squares method. Computation of the derivatives by convolution may be viewed as, for each pixel, fitting a, say, twice differentiable smooth surface to the image in the neighborhood of the pixel. One must allow for large deviations from the implicitly fitted surface for pixels near the edge of the convolution window, since the image may change more abruptly than the implicit fitted surface. Further, since many pixels inside the window have a relatively small weight, the window must be larger than for unweighted least squares methods.
We also tried a different method for computing the derivatives, namely the curvature consistency software of McGill University [29] . This method seemed to be very promising, but unfortunately we did not get any useful results.
II. ALGORITHM FOR SEGMENTING LONG LINES
A. Input
b : Binary image of (part of) a hydrographic map t : Thinned version of b x L : Maximum size in x-direction of an intersection-free part of a thinned binary image of touching digits. An intersection-free part could be a candidate for a long line, so this parameter is used to prevent (parts of) digits to be taken as long lines. y L : The same as x L , in the y direction. l 1 : Longest (in number of pixels) intersection-free curve segment of a thinned binary image of touching digits. l 2 : Longest (in number of pixels) intersection-free curve segment of mean curvedness less than c L , of a thinned binary image of touching digits. Curvedness is defined below in processing step 1(d)iii. c L : Curvedness limit used in combination with l 2 , see above.
B. Output
Modified versions of b and t.
C. Processing Steps
1. Classify all foreground pixels in t.
(a) First, classify the foreground pixels in t as one of isolated : foreground pixel with no foreground neighbors. endpoint : foreground pixel with one foreground neighbor. midpoint : foreground pixel with two foreground neighbors.
intersection : foreground pixel with three or more foreground neighbors. (b) For all intersection pixels, classify all adjacent midpoint pixels as terminal ( Fig. 13(b) ). (c) For all terminal pixels with two intersection pixels as the two neighbors, reclassify the pixel as intersection. (d) For all endpoint and terminal pixels (x, y), follow the sequence of midline pixels to the other endpoint or terminal, (x ′ , y ′ ) of that line segment, while recording i. maximum and minimum values of x and y:
x max , x min , y max , y min . ii. The number of pixels along the line segment, n. iii. The mean curvedness, estimated as
then the line segment is regarded as long, and both endpoint/terminal pixels are re-classified. An endpoint is classified as endpoint long, and a terminal pixel is classified as terminal long. (f) Else, the line segment is regarded as short. Re-classify an endpoint pixel as endpoint short and terminal pixel as terminal short. 2. For each unvisited terminal long pixel, repeat steps 3-7 3. Find the adjacent intersection. Then, (a) find all terminals (terminal short and terminal long pixels) adjacent to the adjacent intersection. (Note that an intersection may consist of several contiguous intersection pixels.) Sort the terminals counter-clockwise around the intersection. (b) Estimate the unit direction vector of each line segment terminating at the intersection. First, the vector is computed as the vector from the terminal pixel to the fourth midline pixel along the line segment ( Fig. 13(d) ) or the first non-midline pixel, whichever occurs first. Then, the vector is scaled to unit length. In case of a zero length vector, the vector from the intersection's center to the terminal is used and scaled to unit length. 4. Cut one or more of the line segments in both t and b depending on the number of terminal long and terminal short pixels adjacent to the intersection, according to the specifications below. First, determine at which terminals to cut: Fig. 13(e) ):
where v is the unit direction vector at (x, y) computed in step 3b, v left is the unit direction at the terminal to the left of the current one, and v right is the unit direction vector at the terminal to the right. (b) From the center of the intersection, follow the direction u 1 until the first background pixel in b is encountered, (x 1 , y 1 ), and, similarly, follow the direction u 2 to the first background pixel (x 2 , y 2 ) (Fig. 13(e) ). (c) Cut the solid binary raster image b with a line from (x 1 , y 1 ) to (x 2 , y 2 ). 6. Remove the intersection from the thinned image t, reclassifying all terminals adjacent to this intersection according to table IV ( Fig. 13(f) ), and label all these terminals as visited. 7. Find the next unvisited terminal long pixel, and if one was found, then goto step 3, else continue. 8. For each endpoint long cut or endpoint long pixel (x, y) in t, do the following: (a) if (x, y) is an endpoint long cut pixel, then follow the sequence of midline pixels in t until a cut line (found in step 5) in b has been crossed. The first pixel encountered after crossing the cut line in b is named (x d , y d ).
However, if no cut line is encountered before a terminalor endpoint-type pixel is encountered at the other end of the curve segment, then the cut line was between the intersection center and the endpoint long cut pixel. Let Intersection center marked with a circle, direction vectors v for all three terminals, and vectors u 1 and u 2 for the terminal short cut (C) pixel. The directions u 1 and u 2 are followed to the first background pixels in the unthinned raster image (f) The untinned binary raster image is cut with a line between the two background pixels marked in (e). The intersection is removed from the thinned image, and the terminals are re-classified as endpoint long (EL) and endpoint cut (EC). The solid outline of one background pixel indicates that this pixel is not removed from the thinned image.
